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THE TEAM TO TRUST
ABOUT LEGG MASON
Legg Mason is one of the
largest asset management
companies in the world,
and has been serving
institutional and retail
investors for more than a
century. We’re committed to
helping clients reach their
financial goals through
long-term, actively managed
investment strategies.

What makes us different?
The most distinctive feature of Legg Mason is its specialised approach
to managing money. A pioneer of the multi-investment boutique
structure, we allow our independent investment managers to focus
on what they do best: uncovering investment opportunities aiming to
deliver long-term returns for investors.
Active fund management
Our portfolio managers are specialists at what they do. They don’t ‘hug
the benchmark’ or simply try to replicate the returns of their chosen
market. Instead, they are active fund managers, seeking to deliver
value by achieving market-beating returns.
US expertise, global presence
Legg Mason’s presence extends worldwide with a global network of 31
offices including New York, Miami, London, Tokyo, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Melbourne and Sao Paulo.
Why Legg Mason for US equities?
•	An active management approach helps our managers uncover greater
investment opportunities
•	We believe that our multi-boutique structure gives investors access
to some of the best fund management talent available – experienced
fund managers who have experience investing across different
market cycles.
•	A broad US equity fund range allows investors to select the funds
most closely matching their risk/return profile
•	Legg Mason manages more than $711 billion* on behalf of investors
from around the world.

More than a century of US experience:
think US equities - think Legg Mason

*Source: Legg Mason as at 28 February 2015
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USHERING IN
A NEW ERA
The US economy is in a sweet
spot. Employment trends are
improving, the budget deficit is
shrinking, inflation remains muted
and the country is experiencing
a manufacturing renaissance.
Despite strong stock market
gains, pockets of new investment
opportunities are emerging amid
new secular growth trends,
improving corporate balance sheets
and gradual moves to normalise
interest rates.
QUICK FACTS

Why should investors look to the US?
The US economic recovery, although still relatively modest by historical
standards, is gaining traction and the forward momentum is there for
all to see. The US Federal Reserve’s ending of it quantitative easing
programme can be viewed as a long-term positive signal, and interest
rates in the country are likely to remain accommodative over the short-to
medium term. Here’s how:
1. Consumer demand returning

Consistent private sector jobs growth, an improving housing market
and an increase in US household net worth are all helping to kick-start
the economy.
2. A manufacturing renaissance

US manufacturing is making a comeback. Reasons include rising
global trade, declining domestic production costs and significant
increases in labour costs in emerging markets.
3. An energy revolution

As well as helping reduce global energy prices, the US could achieve
full energy independence within a decade, thanks to the wider use of
innovative drilling technologies.

GDP $16.7 trillion
The US is the world’s single largest economy,
with nominal GDP of more than $16.7 trillion
in 2013, more than the GDP of France, Japan,
Germany and the UK combined.
Source: World Bank (16 December 2014)

Unemployment of 5.6%
US unemployment has continued to fall, most
recently to 5.6% of the total population. In
comparison, harmonised unemployment in the
European Union and the Eurozone stood at 10%
and 11.5% respectively as at 30 November 2014.
Source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics (9 January 2015) and Eurostat
(26 January 2015)

3.6% GDP growth in 2015
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) expects
US Gross Domestic Product (GDP) to grow from
2.4% in 2014 to 3.6% in 2015. This projected
growth rate for 2015 puts the US ahead of
its developed market counterparts as well as
a number of emerging economies (notable
exceptions being China and India).
Source: IMF World Economic Outlook update (20 January 2015)
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THE LAND OF
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
It’s not just a stronger US economy that’s making the rest of the world
sit up and take notice. Investors are beginning to reassess the growth
prospects within the world’s largest stock market. A lack of US equity
exposure could mean missing out on some of the most exciting
investment opportunities the world has to offer.

10
BORN IN THE USA:

the world’s 10 largest companies
Rank

Company name

Market
cap ($b)

Country

Sector

1

Apple

658

Information
Technology

2

Exxon Mobil

388

Energy

3

Microsoft

385

Information
Technology

4

Berkshire Hathaway

368

Financials

5

Google

363

Information
Technology

6

Petrochina

350

Energy

7

Johnson & Johnson

286

Healthcare

8

Wal-Mart Stores

285

Consumer
staples

9

Wells Fargo

277

Financials

10

China Mobile

270

Telecoms

Source: Bloomberg as of 27 January 2015, based on market capitalisation. USD figures have been rounded.
Individual securities mentioned are intended as examples only and are not to be taken as advice
nor are they intended as a recommendation to buy or sell any investment or interest.
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No investor can afford to ignore the world’s largest stock
market. It’s home to some of the world’s strongest global
brands. It also provides opportunities to find fast-growing
smaller companies from exciting and innovative new
industries.
The investment case for US companies
•	Many US companies have emerged from the global
financial crisis leaner, more competitive and more
profitable than they were before.
•	Low debt levels, healthy balance sheets, merger and
acquisition activity, share buybacks and increased
dividends are all highly encouraging signs for
US investors.
•	A healthy and more resilient US economy should translate
into a stronger dollar. For non-domestic investors, this
could add to the appeal of investing in the world’s largest
and most diverse equity market.

IT’S TIME TO
LOOK AT
Whether you’re looking for a fund that will provide you with a
sustainable income, a portfolio with long-term growth potential or a
core holding that will deliver an element of both, at Legg Mason we
believe that there’s a US-based investment strategy to suit investors
with a variety of different needs.
Core: a rewarding market for investors
An investment in the US is not simply a short-term play on
economic recovery. At Legg Mason, we believe US equity
funds make excellent core holdings, and can add value as
the cornerstone of an investment portfolio. The sheer size of
the investment universe provides excellent opportunities to
generate investment returns throughout the economic cycle.
Income: the home of sustainable and rising income
Investors from all over the world are struggling to find pockets
of sustainable income. But US companies are now responding
to this fast-growing trend. In fact, with corporate America
increasingly recognising the needs of an ageing population by
paying and raising dividends, the US has become a popular
hunting ground for investors looking for a fresh approach to
equity income.
Alpha: high conviction funds with exposure across
the market cap range
The ending of quantitative easing should present opportunities
for ‘alpha’ funds. By this we mean stock-picking funds that
favour well-managed, profitable companies with a distinct
advantage over the rest of the market.

Smaller companies: where large caps lead, small
caps follow
Smaller companies have an excellent track record in periods
of slower economic growth. That’s because they are able to
cut costs quickly during downturns and they can grow their
earnings far more quickly than larger companies during
more profitable periods. If the US economy is accelerating,
as we believe, the small-cap market is likely to benefit
greatly from its resurgence.

Core

Income

Alpha

Smaller
companies
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A FOCUSED FUND RANGE
CORE

INCOME
Legg Mason
ClearBridge
Value Fund

Legg Mason
US Equity Income Fund

Legg Mason
ClearBridge Tactical
Dividend Income Fund

ClearBridge Investments

ClearBridge Investments

ClearBridge Investments

ClearBridge Investments

Manager

Legg Mason
ClearBridge US Appreciation
Fund

Michael
Kagan

Sam
Peters

Jean Yu

Hersh
Cohen

Mike
Clarfeld

Peter
Vanderlee

Peter
Vanderlee

Mark
McAllister

Large-Cap

Large-Cap

All-Cap

All-Cap

Mid
Small

70-100 Stocks

Dow Jones US
Select Dividend Index

65-85 Stocks

Russell 3000 Value

40-60 Stocks

S&P 500

80-110 Stocks

S&P 500

Domicile

Ireland

Ireland

UK

Ireland

Fund Size

Micro

Market Capitalisation

Large

Benchmark

Scott
Glasser

US$ 362.49m

US$ 369.27m

US$ 77.45m

US$ 38.24m

All information as at 2 March 2015.
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A broad selection of funds:
think US equities - think Legg Mason
Growth

ALPHA

SMALLER COMPANIES

Legg Mason
ClearBridge US
Aggressive Growth Fund

Legg Mason
Opportunity Fund

Legg Mason Royce US
Smaller Companies Fund

Legg Mason
Royce US Small Cap
Opportunity Fund

ClearBridge Investments

LMM

Royce & Associates

Royce & Associates

Richie
Freeman

Evan
Bauman

Samantha
McLemore

Bill
Miller

Lauren
Romeo

Bill
Hench

Buzz
Zaino

S&P 500

Russell 2000

Russell 2000

All-Cap

All-Cap

Small and Mid-Cap

Small and Micro-Cap

250-300 Stocks

80-100 Stocks

40-60 Stocks

50-70 Stocks

Micro

Small

Mid

Large

Russell 3000 Growth

Ireland

Ireland

Ireland

Ireland

US$ 4583.00m

US$ 330.67m

US$ 339.47m

US$ 1,079.09m

All information as at 2 March 2015.
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LEGG MASON CLEARBRIDGE
US APPRECIATION FUND
CORE

Scott Glasser

Michael Kagan

We have always had a bias towards
higher-quality companies. We define
quality in its simplest form, as companies
with lower levels of debt that are producing
high and consistent returns over time.
Scott Glasser, Portfolio Manager

For investors seeking the security and
long-term appreciation of large-cap
equities, the Fund managers believe US is
the place to be. Although many investors
tend to favour passive investments
to invest in large caps, active fund
management can still add value in this
core part of the market. The managers
of the Legg Mason ClearBridge US
Appreciation Fund apply a rigorous
research process to invest in ‘blue chip’
US companies that dominate their
industries. However, their real advantage
lies in how they strike the balance
between risk and reward.

Key features
•	Fund manager consistency: Scott Glasser has been part
of the ClearBridge US Appreciation team for more than 20
years and has managed the Fund since inception. Michael
Kagan became co-portfolio manager in 2009 and also has
more than 20 years’ experience of US equity investing
•	Risk management approach: the managers aim to beat
the returns of the S&P 500 Index over time, with lower
levels of risk compared to the broader market
•Q
 uality bias: the managers look to hold a balance
of conservative and more aggressive stocks with
one common feature: the best potential for capital
appreciation
•	Research-intensive process adds significant value
over other large-cap US equity funds or exchange
traded funds (ETFs)

A US equity fund with a large- and mega-cap bias that aims to beat the returns of
the wider market through superior stock selection and effective risk management
Source: ClearBridge Investments.
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LEGG MASON CLEARBRIDGE
VALUE FUND
CORE

Sam Peters

Jean Yu

Also available as a
UK Domiciled Fund,
the Legg Mason US Equity Fund,
managed by Sam Peters

No stock market can be considered
truly efficient, particularly during times
of market volatility when short-term
macroeconomic concerns may overshadow
longer-term company fundamentals.

The valuation argument for US
stocks is getting very powerful, and the
opportunity set for valuation-driven stock
pickers like myself is growing.
Sam Peters, Portfolio Manager

Key features
•	Using company valuations to uncover long-term growth:
the Fund invests in US large-cap equities for long-term
growth, with a focus on companies that the investment
team believes are incorrectly priced
•	Total flexibility: the Fund is not restricted by benchmark,
industry, or stock weightings, helping to ensure the
portfolio remains truly reflective of the investment
team’s views
•	A focused portfolio: the investment team aims to hold
between 40 and 60 stocks. This concentrated approach is
key to the team’s longer-term success in US equities
•	‘High conviction’ strategy: portfolio turnover is low as
the investment team follows a ‘buy and hold’ strategy

A concentrated ‘core holding’ portfolio of large US companies the managers
believe have been undervalued, mispriced or where long-term fundamentals are
overshadowed by short-term concerns.
Source: ClearBridge Investments.
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LEGG MASON

US EQUITY INCOME FUND
INCOME

Hersh Cohen

Mike Clarfeld

Peter Vanderlee

Stock prices can go up or go down,
but what you really want into your retirement
years is a rising stream of income. This can
only come through dividends.
Hersh Cohen, Portfolio Manager

The managers of the Legg Mason US
Equity Income Fund recognise that, for
many people, an attractive and rising
level of income from their investments is
a necessity. Hersh Cohen, Mike Clarfeld
and Peter Vanderlee are using their
considerable experience to capitalise on
the rising income trend within the US.
They identify high quality companies that
offer attractive, sustainable income, along
with the potential for dividend growth
and capital appreciation.

Key features
•	An equity income portfolio with true sector
diversification: the fund aims for diversification at both
the sector and stock level, thereby ensuring it is not
dependent on a few big companies within a handful of
industries for income
•	Highly selective investment process: the managers have
constructed a diversified portfolio of large-cap companies
with long histories of paying, and raising, dividends
•	Managed by an experienced and cohesive investment
team: with a combined investment experience totalling
more than 60 years
•	Attractive risk/return profile: companies with high,
stable and increasing dividends have historically
performed better, with lower levels of volatility than the
broader market. The Fund has demonstrated the ability
to avoid downside in poor performing markets without
missing out on the upside in positive market conditions

A portfolio of high-quality, income-generating companies
paying consistent or growing dividend streams.
Source: ClearBridge Investments.
Source: Copyright - © 2015 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar;(2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not
warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results.
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LEGG MASON CLEARBRIDGE
TACTICAL DIVIDEND INCOME FUND
INCOME

Peter Vanderlee

Mark McAllister

Companies that generate free cashflow, have good management teams in
place and have strong dividend profiles
which are attractive income-generating
investments for the longer-term.
Peter Vanderlee, Portfolio Manager

The Legg Mason ClearBridge Tactical
Dividend Income Fund offers investors
highly rewarding access to the improving
US economy at a time when the
environment for dividends is increasingly
positive. The managers invest in a diverse
number of companies paying high
and growing dividends. The Fund also
has considerable allocation to incomegenerating real estate investment trust
(REITs) and energy infrastructure
companies, thereby benefiting from
greater income diversification and
tactical investment opportunities within
innovative and expanding markets.

Key features
•	Income focus: a fund centred on delivering a high and
consistent level of income, although income growth and
capital appreciation are important secondary objectives
•	Capitalising on the US energy market boom: the Fund
has a significant interest in energy infrastructure
companies that are benefitting from the resurgence of
US energy production. These companies also pay high
income levels and are increasing their payments
•	Benefitting from well-diversified income sources: tactical
rotation allows the Fund to access multiple investment
opportunities and provides exposure to a varied set of
equity securities and asset categories. The result is a
diversified and distinctive blend of holdings
•	Fund management expertise: fund managers Peter
Vanderlee and Mark McAllister have considerable
experience in managing high income strategies and
capturing income opportunities

A broad and diverse pool of dividend paying asset classes
and securities to help achieve higher levels of income.
Source: ClearBridge Investments.
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LEGG MASON CLEARBRIDGE
US AGGRESSIVE GROWTH FUND
ALPHA

Richie Freeman

Evan Bauman

People talk about value stocks
or growth stocks. Our definition of a
growth stock is a stock that goes up
in value – period.
Richie Freeman, Portfolio Manager

The Legg Mason ClearBridge US
Aggressive Growth Fund invests in
companies that can grow their earnings
aggressively. The highly experienced
management team looks for companies
with compelling products and services
that can grow their earnings and cash
flows sustainably over the long term, at a
faster rate than the market, regardless of
the strength or the weakness of the overall
economy. As a result, the portfolio features
large, mid-sized and smaller companies
with one thing in common: outstanding
long-term growth potential.

Key features
•	30-year investment track record: first introduced in 1983,
the US Aggressive Growth strategy has proven successful
across many different market cycles
•	Unrivalled manager continuity: the Fund is managed
by Richie Freeman (strategy manager since launch) and
Evan Bauman. They’ve worked together for more than
17 years
•	Truly ‘active’ managers: Fund composition typically
differs from the Russell 3000 Growth Index by between
85 - 95%, based on stock selection and relative weighting,
making this a truly ‘benchmark agnostic’ fund.

A portfolio of attractively valued companies
with dynamic growth potential.
Source: ClearBridge Investments.
Source: Copyright - © 2015, Morningstar Inc. All Rights Reserved.The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not
warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. For more
information, visit www.morningstar.co.uk.
Source & Copyright: CITYWIRE. Richie Freeman and Evan Bauman are A rated by Citywire for his 3 year risk adjusted performance for the period 31st January 2012 – 31st January 2015.
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LEGG MASON
OPPORTUNITY FUND
ALPHA

Samantha McLemore

Bill Miller

We are value investors. We take both
of those terms very seriously. We value
businesses, not stocks, and we invest in
them for the long-term.
Bill Miller, Portfolio Manager

Fund manager Samantha McLemore
believes that true portfolio
outperformance comes from finding areas
of mispriced valuation, and investing
for the long-term. Samantha works
closely on the Fund with Bill Miller, one
of Legg Mason’s most well–known and
experienced fund managers, with a track
record of benchmark outperformance that
is second to none. As ‘value’ investors in
every sense, Samantha and Bill look to buy
shares that are significantly discounted
by the wider market, because of doubts
about the company’s future, and take
profits when valuations match or exceed
company fundamentals.

Key features
•	A pragmatic investment strategy: not constrained by
investment style, industry, location or size of market,
and can take advantage of investment opportunities with
different parts of a company’s capital structure
•	A ‘best ideas’ fund, supported by a legendary manager:
Bill Miller has been applying his expertise to the
Opportunity strategy since launch
•	Portfolio flexibility: Can use options, futures and swaps
in its efforts to generate market-beating returns

A highly-focused ‘best ideas’ portfolio from one of the
most well-known US equity portfolio managers.
Source: LMM.
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LEGG MASON ROYCE
US SMALL CAP OPPORTUNITY FUND
SMALLER COMPANIES

Bill Hench

Buzz Zaino

We simply find companies that have
fallen out of favour with the market and
see if there’s a path for them to regain their
status, as something people are willing to
pay a much higher multiple for.
Bill Hench, Portfolio Manager

To generate consistent excess returns
within the small-cap sector, fund
managers must look to exploit market
inefficiencies and mispricing.
The managers of the Legg Mason
Royce US Small Cap Opportunity Fund
focus on companies they consider
‘turnarounds’ with the potential to
rebound from temporary difficulties.
They select companies from the entire
small- and micro-cap universe, without
any benchmark constraints, assembling a
portfolio with low turnover and built with
long-term outperformance in mind.

Key features
•	Highly experienced management team: the Fund is
managed by Bill Hench (22 years’ experience) and Buzz
Zaino (46 years’ experience)
•F
 our distinct investment themes: the managers invest
in companies that sit within four themes: unrecognised
asset values, turnarounds, undervalued growth and
interrupted earnings
•	Dedicated small cap specialists: the team adds value by
focusing on the ‘under-owned, under-researched and
unloved’ segment of the small cap market

A fund that seeks to exploit market efficiencies and
mispricing opportunities within the small- and micro-cap
universe.
Source: Royce & Associates.
Source: Copyright - © 2015, Morningstar Inc. All Rights Reserved.The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not
warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. For more
information, visit www.morningstar.co.uk.
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LEGG MASON ROYCE US
SMALLER COMPANIES FUND
GROWTH

SMALLER COMPANIES

Lauren Romeo

Also available as a
UK Domiciled Fund, the
Legg Mason US Smaller
Companies Fund

For the past three years, US smaller
companies in economically sensitive areas
have all been ‘tarred with the same brush’,
indiscriminately de-rated regardless of
whether they were high or low quality.
This is no longer the case. A more
discerning stock-pickers’ market should
favour funds such as the Legg Mason
Royce US Smaller Companies Fund, which
focuses on the best-quality businesses the
US small-cap market has to offer.

This type of stock-pickers’ market
should shine light on quality small-cap
companies that are attractively valued and
were previously overshadowed by macrodriven headlines.
Lauren Romeo, Portfolio Manager

Key features
• Large opportunity set: the Fund invests in both value
and growth stocks, with no particular style barriers.
Many of the companies in which the Fund invests derive
a large and growing share of their revenues from outside
the US
•	High-conviction portfolio: the Fund consists of
between 80-100 small and mid-cap companies up
to a size of $5.0 billion
•	Stage is set for small caps: Royce believe that the Fund is
now entering the point in the investment cycle when its
small-cap strategy should reap significant rewards
•E
 xperienced management team: the Fund is managed by
Lauren Romeo (22 years’ experience). She is backed by a
dedicated team of small-cap specialists*

A stock-picking fund that seeks to find high quality,
attractively valued companies within the underappreciated
smaller companies arena.
* Source: Royce & Associates as at 31 December 2014
Source: Copyright - © 2015, Morningstar Inc. All Rights Reserved.The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to Morningstar; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is
not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely. Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. For
more information, visit www.morningstar.co.uk.
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Brandywine Global
ClearBridge Investments
LMM
Martin Currie
Permal
QS Investors
Royce & Associates
Western Asset Management

leggmason.co.uk

The Legg Mason US Equity Income Fund is a sub-fund (“fund”) of Legg Mason Funds ICVC (“the Company”), an
umbrella investment company with variable capital, authorised in the UK by the Financial Conduct Authority as an
undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities (“UCITS”).
Before investing in the Legg Mason US Equity Income Fund investors should read in their entirety the Company’s
application form and a sub-fund’s share class KIID and the Prospectus (which describe the investment objective and
risk factors in full). These and other relevant documents may be obtained free of charge in English from Legg Mason
Investment Funds Limited, 201 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 3AB or from leggmason.co.uk
These are sub-funds of Legg Mason Global Funds plc (“LMGF plc”), an umbrella fund with segregated liability
between sub-funds, established as an open-ended investment company with variable capital, organised as an
undertaking for collective investment in transferable securities (“UCITS”) under the laws of Ireland as a public
limited company pursuant to the Irish Companies Acts and UCITS regulations. LMGF plc is authorised in Ireland by
the Central Bank of Ireland.
Before investing investors should read in their entirety LMGF plc’s application form and a sub-fund’s share class
KIID and the Prospectus (which describe the investment objective and risk factors in full). These and other relevant
documents may be obtained free of charge in English, French, German, Greek, Italian, Norwegian and Spanish from
LMGF plc’s registered office at Riverside Two, Sir John Rogerson’s Quay, Grand Canal Dock, Dublin 2, Ireland, from
LMGF plc’s administrator, BNY Mellon Investment Servicing (International) Limited, at the same address or from
www.leggmasonglobal.com.
It should be noted that the value of investments and the income from them may go down as well as up. Investing in
a sub-fund involves investment risks, including the possible loss of the amount invested. Past performance is not a
reliable indicator of future results.
Copyright – © 2015, Morningstar Inc. All Rights Reserved.The information contained herein: (1) is proprietary to
Morningstar; (2) may not be copied or distributed; and (3) is not warranted to be accurate, complete or timely.
Neither Morningstar nor its content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this
information. For more information, visit www.morningstar.co.uk.
Issued and approved by Legg Mason Investments (Europe) Limited, registered office 201 Bishopsgate, London,
EC2M 3AB. Registered in England and Wales, Company No. 1732037. Authorised and regulated by the UK Financial
Conduct Authority.
This information is only for use by professional clients, eligible counterparties or qualified investors.
It is not aimed at, or for use by, retail clients.
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